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3 September 2011  

Green Eggs and ham 

1./ “Good morning tamariki, who can remember what we are going to make this week?” says Professor Fizz-pop. 
They all shout “Green Eggs and Ham.” “Correct  and to start with, we are going to need a few basic ingredients, a 
pot, a frying pan and my trusty camp burner” says the professor. 

2./ “Sarah, can you help 
me grate a red cabbage 
because it is an important 
ingredient in our 
experiment today” 

3./ “Then we scrape the 
cabbage into the pot” he 
says. 

4./ “and add some water” 

5./ “Fantastic, now we light the burner, can you feel the heat?”  asks Professor 
Fizz-pop “Stop, too close! We don't want to get burnt.”  “We have to wait for 20 
minutes now while the cabbage boils.” 

NOTE: We never used ham 
because it is a solid and indicator 
only works with aqueous 
solutions. However the children 
still called the experiment green 
eggs and ham and no-one asked 
for ham! 
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6./ “Shall we take off the lid and see if the waters boiling yet?” asks Professor 
Fizz-pop. “Yes” chorus the children. “What do you think we do now?”  “You add 
the eggs” says Carter.  “Haha, no Carter, we only want the cabbage water not 
the cabbage; red cabbage is an indicator and when you boil it you can use the 
juice to test whether a solution is alkaline or acidic. If you add indicator to 
alkaline it turns green and guess what?  Egg whites are alkaline!” 

7./ The professor  and the children get down nice 
and low so they can turn the heat down since it is 
now boiling. Look at the steam coming off it! 

8./ “Now that the timer has gone 
off we can strain the cabbage, so 
we just have the water left” 

9./ “Ethan, could you please 
come and very carefully pour 
this oil into the pan so the eggs 
don't stuck, we don't want 
sticky green eggs do we!” 

10./ Oh dear, the clumsy 
Professor has broken the first 
egg, right after he dropped 
the box! Perhaps he is a little 
flustered? 

11./ “We don't want the eggs to cook too 
quickly so I will turn the gas down a little, 
right then.......here we go......” 
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13./ “oooo 
so exciting, 
see they are 
changing to 
green” 

14./ Professor gives the eggs a little stir 
to mix in the cabbage water/indicator. 

15./ “Yummy! Now we get to eat 
them” says professor Fizz-pop” 

16./ “Yannick ate them in a house” 

17./ “Brock ate them in his plane” 

18./ “Yummy, Ka pai” 
says Carter. “Can we 
have the recipe for 
our mums?” says 
Sarah. 

12./ “Now, can you remember what colour 
they will turn?” enquirers Professor Fizz-pop. 
“Purple” several children shout. “No, think 
again” “Green” they chorus. “Oh what clever 
children you are, I do so love coming and 
doing science with you all!” 


